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Abstract

The article considers the approaches to processing automatization of the information published on official websites of educational organizations in the Internet. It analyzes the opportunities of using this information during external review as a supportive means for making a decision on the information credibility and evaluation of the accreditation indicators.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The information transparency of educational organizations in the Russian Federation as well as specific regulatory requirements to the information transparency are stipulated by the Federal Law “On Education in the Russian Federation”. The procedure for publication and update of the information on official websites of educational organizations is determined by the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation of 10.07.2013 № 582. In the context of a large higher education system in Russia (over 900 higher education institutions with more than 1000 branches) the issue of automatic evaluation of each educational organization’s transparency is especially pressing.

2. MATERIALS AND STUDY METHODS

The order of the Federal Service for Supervision in Education and Science (Rosobrnadzor) of 29.05.2014 № 785 establishes the structure of a special section “Information about the educational organization” which educational organizations are required to display and update on their websites, as well as technical specifications for the published information (navigation mechanism, valid file formats, etc.).

The section “Information about the educational organization” contains information grouped by thematic subsections:
1) key information;
2) structure and administration of the educational organization;
3) documents;
4) education;
5) educational standards;
6) administration, teaching (academic) staff;
7) logistics and equipment of the educational process;
8) scholarships and other types of financial support;
9) paid educational services;
10) financial and operational activities;
11) vacancies for admission (transfer).

In accordance with the requirements, all pages of the official website, included in the section “Information about the educational organization”, contain a special html-tag with microdata allowing for unique identification of the information which is the subject to mandatory publication. The availability of such a microdata makes it possible to automate the procedure of data collection from official websites of HEIs. A detailed description of the special microdata allowing for data collection from the site is contained in the “Methodological recommendations for presentation of the information about the educational organization in open sources with due consideration of the legislation requirements” (Methodological recommendations) which are approved by Rosobrnadzor. Methodological recommendations contain descriptions of links, special microdata and vocabularies.

The regulated html microdata on the pages of the special section allows the web crawler (“Spider”) which is algorithmically developed and implemented in software to perform automatic scanning of websites in search of information and further saving the identified structured data from the marked-up fields into the data warehouses (Petropavlovskiy, 2016, p. 127).

The web crawler is a software program that visits the web pages of educational organizations like an ordinary Internet browser. Upon successful receipt of the web page, the crawler saves it in a new set of data and tries to analyze it. As a result, there appears a dataset on an educational organization containing copies of web pages with their URL-addresses and the structured data itself.

The saved pages are analyzed as follows: the program analyzes information recursively in all page tags. If an attribute is found, the tag compares it with a vocabulary containing the attributes described in the Methodological recommendations. In case of a positive result, the data is written in pairs (attribute name - value). The collection and analysis result is visualized. Fig. 1 shows an example of displaying the successfully analyzed data in the form of “attribute-> value”.

The process of data collection from all educational organizations’ websites takes a bit more than 3 hours. Software use experience has shown that currently 577 out of 977 analyzed HEIs’ official websites have the recommended html page format.

The implementation of this approach is based on the use of the software product “Data collection module for a special section of the educational organization website” (Petropavlovskiy, 2016, p. 129) allowing for data input, modification of the information presented in the special section for its update, as well as automatic generation of html-pages of the special section “Information about the educational organization” in compliance with the legislation requirements (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. Analyzed website pages, displaying the pairs “attribute – value” for the subsection “Key information”. The picture presents the content of the saved page of one of the HEI’s official website in the form of a list of attributes (e.g. “nameuchred”, “fullnameuchred”, “addressuchred”, and etc.) and values for each attribute (after symbols “–>”).
Fig. 2. Fragment of an html page, generated by “Data collection module for a special section of an educational organization website”. Subsection “Education”

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thus, the main stages of the automatic collection and use of the information from HEIs’ official websites are as follows (Figure 3.):

1) data input by HEIs using the software “Data collection module for a special section of an educational organization website”;

2) automatic generation of html-pages of the special section “Information about the educational organization” and their hosting on the official website in the Internet based on the input data; simultaneously the software enters the special microdata providing the automatic data collection into the generated program html-code;

3) automatic data collection from the marked html-pages of the special section on official websites is implemented monthly by the software module “Spider” for the information update. The collected data is integrated into the data warehouse;

4) use of the information during the procedure of state accreditation of educational activities: to evaluate the accreditation indicators (it is possible to evaluate over 50% of the indicators in terms of their compliance with the FSES of HE automatically), and to analyze the credibility of the information submitted for state accreditation. Besides, the data is used to analyze the compliance of the official websites’ content with the requirements when carrying out control and supervision activities and various monitoring of the higher education system.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The suggested information technology of publishing, collecting and using the information from HEIs’ official websites during state accreditation of educational activities has doubtless advantages over the existing methods of publishing and manual data collection, as it provides not only the information transparency of the higher education system, but also allows partial automating of the external review procedure. At the same time, more attention is be paid directly to the education quality evaluation during external review.

The developed technology can be replicated on other levels of education (secondary vocational education and training, general and pre-school education), and it can be offered for use to accreditation authorities of the Russian Federation regions.
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